
 
 

PR | NOBU TRIO RELEASES FIRST ALBUM “MYSTIC FLOW” NOW: 
“CRAZY DRUNK” IS THE HIT SINGLE. 
 

Trying to explain Nobu Trio’s music is like willing to 
depict an entire universe of multiple sounds without 
having the colours that better fit with it. Nobu Trio is in 
fact a jazz ensemble, but also a rock and blues 
influenced trio, it’s psychedelic, it’s bop, it plays with 
genres almost ‘till noise and even funk. Basically, 
Nobu Trio is Nobu Trio. 
 

“Crazy Drunk” is the single Nobu Trio chose to 
introduce themselves to the audience for their 
international launch and contains the same multitude 
roots of the entire album. In fact, it’s not at all a 
coincidence for them calling their first work “Mystic 
Flow”. Flow refers to their music, being a never ending 
stream of sounds that keeps on moving and changing 

shape. On the other hand, Mystic wants to represent their experience as musicians but also as 
human beings, seeking to explore their souls and unconscious through rhythm and notes. 
 

Released by Areasonica Records, “Mystic Flow” by Nobu Trio is an album easily 
appreciable by a very wide audience, thanks to the experimental attidude and great 
technical skill, lavished by the three italian musicians on every single track. 
 

“MYSTIC FLOW” rapidly got a general appreciation and a remarkable success on 
important trade magazines: 
 

“[…] a music filled with psychedelic sketches to the limit of noise and minimalism of sound but 
also a funky-like ambience […]”. 
(Luciano Vanni – JazzIt – Sept- Oct, 2014) 
 

 “[…] an album that bravely places itself in the jazz- rock genre […]”. 
(Michele Manzotti – Il Popolo Del Blues – February 23rd, 2015) 
 

“[...] this is music with the capital M, able to surprise and move the audience thanks to its 
advanced spirals [...]“. 
(Francesco Lenzi – Audiofollia – November 13

th
, 2014) 

 

“[...] America is at [Nobu Trio’s] doorsteps [...]“. 
(Enrico Ramunni – Rockerilla – March, 2015) 
 

Our press office is at your beck and call to brief you and provide you additional stuff.      
Best regards, 
 

PRESS OFFICE AREASONICA RECORDS by La Suburbana Lab 
Chiara Lauriola - PRESS OFFICE MANAGER 
email: c.lauriola@lasuburbana.it - phone: +39 328.5311204 
Sara Tomasin- PRESS OFFICE AGENT 
email: s.tomasin@lasuburbana.it 
 

areasonica records: www.areasonica.com 
la suburbana lab: www.lasuburbana.it 
web tv channel: www.lasuburbana.com 
we accept demos by: YouSendIt, WeTransfer and MusicXray 
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